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N. Wiener, A. Z. Zygmunt, and R. E. A. C. Paley introduced the integrals of non-
random functions with respect to the Brownian motion process in 1933. K. Ito 
developed the theory of stochastic integrals and stochastic differential equations, 
and discovered the renowned Ito formula (1944, 1946). Since then, stochastic analysis 
has been perfectioned into a theory of considerable extent and completeness. 
Much of its growths has been stimulated by the interest, it receives from the engineers 
working in filtering theory, in control theory or in electronics, as well as from the 
physicists, economists, and biologists, dealing with phenomena in which the random 
noise plays an important role. Simultaneously to the "stochastization" of their 
disciplines the applied scientists become familiar with more advanced parts of prob-
ability theory. This positive trend is often incorrectly reflected in textbooks, where 
refined mathematical notions are subject to rather crude arguments and unnecessary 
recourses to the intuition. The aim of this text is to keep uniformly the presentation 
on a logical level bellow which a real understanding of stochastic analysis is hardly 
possible. The author is aware that the main appeal of stochastic analysis lies for 
applied scientists in the calculus it contains. I.e. in a method how to arrive to con-
clusions by means of calculating differentials, solving equations, and handling 
formulas. To stress that, the text will be followed by a separate collection of problems 
Exercises in Stochastic Analysis prepared jointly with V. Lanska and I. Vrkoc. 
Definitions recalled in Section 1.1 show the knowledge of probability theory 
expected from the reader. It corresponds, e.g., to M. Rosenblatt's Random Processes, 
Graduate Text in Mathematics 17, Springer-Verlag. The present text covers the 
integration, the differentiation, and stochastic differential equations. Filtering theory, 
control theory or statistics of random processes are not included. They are autono-
mous disciplines using stochastic analysis. 
Chapters 1,2, . . . , are divided into sections § 1.1, §1.2, . . . Reference to Theorem 
2.1 recalls the first theorem of Chapter 2. Inside that chapter it is reference to Theo-
rem 1. Standard mathematical symbols are used. The meaning of the less frequent 
ones is as follows: 
a.s. almost surely 
const, finite positive constant 
l.i.m. limit in mean square 
p lim limit in probability 
Rm m-dimensional Euclidean space 
XA indicator function of A 
oa( ) o--algebra generated by random events or random processes in the brackets 
[a] integer part of a, where square bracket not plausible 
a A b min (a, b) 
transposition of vectors and matrices 
D end of proof or example 
1. THE WIENER PROCESS 
1.1. Basic Notions 
The mathematical structure for a probabilistic theory is a triple (Q, si, P) called 
probability space. Q is the set of elementary events, si is the cr-algebra of random 
events, and P is a probability measure on s4. Random variables £,(co), n(co), . . . , are 
^/-measurable functions on Q. We shall mostly write only £, ^, .... Integration 
with respect to P gives the mathematical expectation 
Ei = U dP , 
provided that the integral on the right-hand side exists. 
Next we introduce conditional expectations. Let £, ^ be random variables on 
(Q, si, P), E\%\ < oo. Assume that their joint probability distribution has density 
f(x,y). Let 
f2(y) = f(x, y) dx > 0 , ye ( - oo, oo). 
The conditional expectation of £ given ^ = y equals 
xf(x, y) dxjf2(y) = e(y) , y e ( - oo, oo) . Í: 
It is practical to transfer the conditional expectation to (Q, si, P) and to define 
e(co) = ety(co)). Random variable e is the expectation of £ after the observation of ^. 
Let us point out the characteristic properties of e. Let B be a Borel set in (— co, co), 
A = {co'^eB}. Then 
f e dP = I e(y)f2(y) Ay = f" I xf(x, y) dx dy = 
= [ fjtjO0 */(*, y) dx dy = E XB(n) i = f { dP . 
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XB is the indicator of B. Random events {*/ e B), B Borelian, form a <r-algebra <€ = 
= a a[r\) c j / . <? is the least cr-algebra with respect to which ^ is measurable, e is 
^-measurable, since 
{eeP} =^ee'1(B)}eaa(,1). 
This together with (l) motivates the general definition of conditional expectation. 
Definition 1. Let £, be a random variable on (Q, si, P), E|<!;| < oo, let <<f? be a a-al-
gebra <% c si. We call conditional expectation of £, with respect to (6 a random 
variable E{£ | <*<?}, which is ^-measurable, and 
(2) Г £{{ | <ž?} dP = Г | dP for A є ţř . 
(2) determines E{£>\(g} up to a set of probability 0. Frequently the definition is 
extended to include <^-nonmeasurable random variables equal to E{£ | <̂ } a.s. 
(almost surely). 
Theorem 1. The conditional expectation exists provided E|£| < oo. 
Proof. Q(A) = j A £ dP, A e <̂ , is a finite signed measure on <€, absolutely conti-
nuous with respect to P. In virtue on the Random-Nikodym theorem 
Q(A) = | 8 dP , A e # , 
where a = dg /dP is 'g'-measurable. We set E{£ | <?} = e. D 
The conditional probability of A e si with respect to <<? 
P(A | <f) = E{lA | <-#} • 
If % is generated by disjoint events C,, . . . , C„, 
P(Ck) > 0 , fc = 1, ...,n, \JCk = Q, 
fc= I 
then 
HA | *) = I Zc - ^ n Q) P(C*Y' = £ Zck P(̂ 4 | Ct) . 
k = i * = i 
Let us recall some properties of conditional expectations. 
Property 1. Let E|^| < oo, E|»/| < oo. Then 
(3) E{£ + r, | <?} = E{£ | <̂ } + % | <<?} . 
We should have written a.s. in (3). But we shall regularly omit this. 
Property 2. Let E|£| < oo, rj be ^-measurable, E|»/£| < oo. Then 
E{rt \<$}=nE{t\($). 
Proof. Vi ̂  = yc, C e <€, then from (2) 
(4) | n E{£ | %} dP = J E{£ | %} dP = J £ dP = f ijc. dP for A e <̂  . 
J ^ J/lnC J^nC J/C 
(4) is extended to 
»7 = YJ bkXck > C t e "if , bk constants, k = 1, ..., n , 
k=l 
and then it is established for general <7 by a standard approximation procedure. fj 
Property 3. Let E|<f;| < oo. Then 
| E { ^ | ^ } | ^ E { | ^ | | ^ } . 
Proof. From |c| ± <5 ^ 0 follows 
0 ^ £ { | s * | ± c | ^ } = E{\Z\\<£} ±E{Z\v}. D 
Property 4. Let E|£J < oo, and let (4X <= <€2 <= s? be c-algebras. Then 
(5) E{E{c|^2}|^} = E{S\Vt}. 
Proof. We have to verify 
ľ E{ç | <€,} dP = ľ E{ê | (ś2) àP for A Є <đi • 
This is true, since both sides are equal to j A £ dP by the definition of conditional 
expectation. D 
A particular case of (5) is 
EE{£| <€} = E£ . 
Property 5. Let E£2 < oo, ^ be "^'-measurable, Erf < oo. Then 
(6) E(£ - E{Q I <€}f S E(£ ~ nf . 
Consequently, E{£, | <€} is in the mean square the best prediction of £, based on # 
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Proof. 
(7) £{(C - nf | <€} = £{(c - £{C | %}f | <?} + 
+ E{(E{<; | <€} - nf | <€} + 2(£{,
s | <€} - n) E{i - E{c | <€} \ <$} . 
The last term equals 0, and hence 
E{(H - nf | <g} ^ £{(c - £{£ | <€}f | <€} . 
From here (6) follows by taking mathematical expectation of both sides. • 
Property 6. Let £<;2 < co. Then 
(8) E{e\<€}^(E{^\<4}f. 
Proof. From (7) for n = 0, 
E{C2 | <€} ^ E{(E{c | <6}f | <€} = (E{i% | <€}f . Q 
(8) is a special case of Jensen's inequality. Let E\t\ < co, and let /(x) be a convex 
function on ( - c o , co), £|/(£)| < co. Then 
£{/({)!*} £/(£{.: | *}). 
Consider now the notion of independence. Random event A e «a/ is independent 
of (the events from) <̂ , if 
P ( A | « ) = P(A). 
From the definition of conditional probability, for Ce<€, 
P(A n C) = J ^ dP = J P(A | <*?) dE = P(A) | dP = E(A) P(C). 
Random variable t, is independent of <€, if random events {i\ e E}, B Borel set, are 
independent of <€. It holds then E{£ | #} = E£ provided that E|c| < co. 
A random process (random function) is a family of random variables 
* X = {Xt(co), teJ}. 
J will be here an interval ([0, co), [0, T], etc.), t will be viewed as time parameter. 
For co e Q, X,(co) as function of / is called the trajectory of X. Random processes are 
often defined by determining their joint probability distributions 
(9) P(Xtl^Xl, Xn<>x2,...,Xtn = x„), h,...,tneJ, 
A-,, . . . . x„e [— oo, oo] . 
]f the distributions (9) fulfil obvious symmetry and consistency conditions, then 
by a theorem of A. N. Kolmogorov there exists a probability space (Q, s4, P) carrying 
a family X = {X„ t e J} of random variables the joint distributions of which coincide 
with (9). 
Random processes considered in this text will be assumed measurable. 
Definition 2. Random process X = {^r(co), t e J} on (Q, s/, P) is called measur-
able, if Xt(co) is a 0Sj x s4 — measurable function of (t, co) on J x Q. 3&j are the 
Borel sets in J. 
The measurability assumption is of technical nature, and has the following con-
sequences. 
1. For each co the trajectory Xt(co) is a Borel measurable function of t. 
2. The Fubini theorem is applicable, 
(10) [ Xt(co) ât x âP = f EX, àt = E f Xt d. 
Jjxfi Jj JJ 
provided that the double integral exists. In particular, Xtdt is defined and j / -mea-
surable outside a set of probability 0. 
Theorem 2. A random process X = {Xt, t e J} with trajectories continuous from 
the right (from the left) is measurable. 
Proof. Assume X to be left-continuous. Define, for n = 1,2, ..., 
"Xt=Xkj„ for te\~,^
1\r,J , k = 0, 1, . .. . 
Processes "X are measurable since for any Borel set B 
{(t, co) : nXt(co) e B} = {j (\~, ^ - 1 \ n j] x {co : Xk/n(m) e B} e S%j x si . 
k = o \|_n n j j 
By the left-continuity lim "Xt = Xt. Hence, X is measurable. For X right-continuous 
the proof is similar. "~,0° • 
The operations of stochastic calculus mostly determine random processes only 
up to events of probability 0. The same holds, e.g., about Xt dt in (10). It is obvious 
to consider random processes (random variables) coinciding outside an event of 
probability 0 as indistinguishable, and we shall make use of this convention.A ran-
dom process, say X, will be assumed to have any property which has almost surely 
a process indistinguishable of X. For example, if X is defined and continuous almost 
surely, it is indistinguishable from a continuous process X*. By Theorem 2, X* is 
measurable. Hence, X will be called measurable, and will be represented by X* 
in reasonings, where this property matters. 
The above said extends in a straight-forward way to vector valued random variables 
E, = (S,1, ..., _m)\ . . . , and to vector valued random processes {Xt = (Xt, .. .,Xf)', 
teJ}. The prime denotes the transposition into column vectors. In the sequel, 
random variables defined without further specification will be real valued with the 
exception of stopping times taking on also +00. 
1.2. The Wiener Process 
Without refering to it explicitely, we assume a probability space (Q, stf, P) to carry 
the random variables and processes we are going to define. 
Definition 3. We call Wiener process a random process W = {Wt, t __ 0} with the 
following properties: 
1. For t __ 0, s > 0, the increments Wt+S — Wt have normal distribution with 
mean 0 and variance cs(c > 0). 
2. For arbitrary times 0 __ tx < t2 < ... < t„ the increments 
Wt2 - Wtl , Wu - Wt2, ..., Wtn - Wtn_1 
are mutually independent random variables. 
3. The trajectories of Ware continuous (almost surely). 
Unless stated otherwise, we shall set c = 1, W0 = 0 (means W0 = 0 a.s.). 
1 and 2 are compatible. The probability distribution, which results from adding 
the increments is normal with mean 0 and variance 
Var(W(„ - Wtl) ="EVar(W t k + J - WtH) = __](tk+1 - tk) = t„ - t_ , 
k=l k=l 
which is in agreement with 1. Consequently, 1 and 2 define joint distributions. In 
virtue of the Kolmogorov existence theorem there exists a random process W* = 
= {Wt, t 2_ 0}, W* = 0, complying with 1,2. It is a Gaussian process with mean 
zero and covariance function, for 0 __ s __ t, 
EWf Wf = E(W* - W*) W* + E(W*)2 = s = min (s, t) . 
Let us construct with the aid of W* a random process W satisfying 1 — 3. Define, 
for n = 1, 2, . . . , "W = {"Wt, t _l 0} by joining W*2-„, k = 0 ,1 , . . . , by straight 
lines, i.e. 
"W, = 2"[(. - k2~") W*+l)2-„ + ((k + 1 )2-" - 0 W*2-n_ , 
/c2~" __t__(k + 1 ) 2 - " . 
Consider first the probability distribution of 
W* - "W, = 2"[((/. + 1)2"" - t)(W? - Wk*2-„) - (t -k2-)(W*+l)2-„ - W?)]. 
It is the normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 
(11) E(W* - "W,f = 2"((A- + 1 ) 2~n - t) (t - k 2'") < 2~""2 . 
The transition from "Wto " + 1Wis the change of the straight lines joining W*2-„, 
k = 0 , 1 , . . . , into triangles. Hence, for arbitrary positive integer m, and for x > 0, 
P(max \"+lW, - "W,\ > x) = P( max \W?2k.1)2-„-, - "W(2Jk_1)2-„-_| > x) < 
le[0,m) „ - l , . . . ,m2" 
="£P{\K*-m— - •W(__-i,_--.| > ») = ™-~- f e-y2l2*y = 
A=l V ( 2 ? l ) J x 2 " + i / 2 
_ m2" + 1 1 _ v 2 , „ + 1 
- V ( 2 * ) ' * 2 " + 2 /2 
Setting x„ = j(n log 2/2"), one gets 
X P(max | " + 1W f̂ - "Wt\ > xn) < cx> . 
n = l l.[0,m] 
From the Borel-Cantelli lemma follows that with probability 1 
\n+iW, - "W,\ < xn, t e [ 0 , m] , 
for n sufficiently large. x„, ;i = 1, 2, . . . , are terms of a convergent series. Thus, 
there exists a random process W = [W„ t ^ 0} such that with probability 1 
lim "W, = Wr uniformly in t e [0, m] , 
where m > 0 is arbitrary. The uniform convergence implies that the trajectories 
of FKare almost surely continuous. From (11) by letting n -* oo one concludes that 
for t § 0, W, = W* a.s. Consequently, the joint distributions of If and W* are the 
same. Hence, W fulfils 1 and 2. 
A Wiener process W has rather irregular trajectories. One important property is 
stated in Lemma 1. l.i.m. means limit in mean square. 
Lemma 1. Let % = 0 < "tt < ... < "tkn = T, n = 1, 2, ..., be a sequence 
of divisions of interval [0, T], T < oo. Denote 
"A = max ('V, - "tj), "Q = I ( P K 0 + , - W„,)
2 . 
j = c t „ - l J = 0 
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Then 
(12) E"c = T, E("C - T)2 = E"£2 - T2 <2T"A, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Jf]im"A = 0 , then l.i.m. "Q = T. I ff) "J < oo, then lim "£ = Ta.s. 
Proof. 
E-c = yE(^„+1 - w.„)
2 = n v i - "o) = r. 
J J 
E(-^ - T)2 = E(Z[(iK,„+l - w,Hjy - (<Vl - "tj)-])
2 = 
= l£[ (^, + , - wntJf - ("0+1 - -r,.)]
2 = I[£(irn„+1 - w„t]f -
- ( V i - % - ) 2 ] = 2 K V i - % ) 2 = 2TM. 
J 
The next assertion of the lemma follows directly from (12). To establish the last one 
use the Borel-Cantelli lemma. For e > 0, 
£E(|"C - T| ^ e) < I £ Eft - T)2 < 21 £»J < oo . 
n = l 8 n = l £ n = l 
Consequently, with probability 1, \"c, — T| > e holds only for finitely many n. • 
The relation lim "c = Tis stated in words by saying that the quadratic variation 
of Won [0, T] equals T The first order variation is infinite. 
Corollary 1. With probability 1 the trajectories of IT have unbounded variation 
on arbitrary interval [S, T], 0 < S < T < oo. 
Proof . Let S = 0, and use the denotations as above. It holds 
(13) '£ < (max |W., |+1 - W„ti\) Y\Wn,J + { - W„tj\ . 
Assume £"/ l < oo. The sum in (13) must be unbounded as n ~> oo, whenever Wt 
. n = l 
is continuous on [0, T], and, at the same'time, "£ does not tend to 0. But this occurs 
almost surely. Q 
In virtue of Corollary 1, with probability 1 the trajectories of Ware not absolutely 
continuous, since absolute continuity implies boundedness of the variation on finite 
intervals. It can be shown that with probability 1 the trajectories are nowhere differen-
tiable. 
We call r-dimensional Wiener process a vector process W = [Wt = (Wt, ... , Wt)', 
t |S 0} the components of which are r mutually independent Wiener processes. 
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1.3. Commentary 
The random process called nowadays the Wiener process (the Brownian motion 
process, the Wiener-Levy process) was introduced by the Frenchman L. Bachelier 
(1900) as a model for the price fluctuations on a stock market. He defined it as the 
limit of a sequence of symmetric random walks. A. Einstein (1905) came upon the 
same process when developing the theory of the random movement of small particles 
in a fluid. This phenomenon was observed by the English botanist R. Brown (1826). 
The mathematical theory of the Brownian motion was initiated by N. Wiener (1923). 
He treated the probability distribution of the Brownian motion process as a measure 
in the space of continuous functions. The discovery of many important properties 
of the Wiener process is due to P. Levy. 
The Wiener process represents the integral of what is called in the applications 
the white noise. To get more insight into its nature, consider a theory of the Brownian 
movement, which extends Einstein's ideas. Let X denote one coordinate of the 
Brownian particle. Its evolution is described by the following equation 
(14) m— X, + c~Xt = F,. 
V ' dt2 At 
m is the mass of the particle, c is the coefficient of viscous friction. F are the forces 
acting on the particle in the direction of the coordinate. (According to [2], for 
particles of colloidal platinum with the radius 2.5 . 10~6cm in water: m = 2.5 . 
. 10~15 g ,e = 7.5 . 10~9 g/sec.) Take t = 0 as the origin, and denote (djdt) Xt = Xt. 
From (14) one gets 
(15) X, = l0e-
( c / m ) t + e - ( c / m ) t i fe ( c / " 
™Jo 
= x0 + Px 
F s ás , 
X,  X0  \ Xs ds, t ^ 0 . 
Consider F. It results from the impacts on the particle of the molecules of the fluid 
in thermal motion. By the temperature of about 20 °C the mean time between the 
collisions is of the order of 10~21 seconds. It is therefore difficult to imagine the tra-
jectory of F. This is expressed by saying that F has the character of the white noise, 
i.e. of a process the values of which are mutually independent random variables 
changing with an extremely high frequency. A more precise meaning can be given 
to the integral Jo F5 ds, t ^ 0. The following properties are intuitively plausible. 
1. The increments \\\FS ds have mean 0. (The fluid is homogeneous, the shocks in po-
sitive or negative direction equiprobable.) Their distribution is the normal. (Sum of 
a large number of independent random quantities.) 2. The increments on non-over-
lapping time intervals are mutually independent, and their probability distribution 
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is invariant with respect to the time shift. 3. The integral is a continuous function 
of /. Thus, we arrived to the conclusion that 
Fs ds = aWt, t _ 0 . 
a is a constant, whose value ^J(2k Tjc) is supplied by physical theories. The reader 
certainly noticed that Properties 1 — 3 are not plausible for time intervals having 
length comparable to the mean time between the collisions. 
Rewrite (15) using "Stieltjes integral", 
(16) Xt = X0 e-
(c /m) t + e- ( c /m) t - f e(c/'")s dWs. 
In the definition of the ordinary Stieltjes integral the weighting function is assumed 
to have bounded variation. This is with probability 1 not true in (16) by Corollary 1. 
The difficulty is easily overcome in this case, since the integrand is nonrandom and 
continuously differentiable. Integrating by parts we get 
e(c/m)S dWs = . (c/ . ) ! ^ _ £ I" e(c/m ) s ^ ds _ 
mjo 
Both terms on the right are well defined. However, ambiguities arise already, when 
we consider |o Ws dWs. 
Let us define J0 Ws dWs as the limit of the sums 
i„ = ' i W(k_1)2-n(Wk2-n - W(k_1)2-„) + W[t2n)2-„(Wt - Wlt2n}2-n) = 
k = i 
[r2«] 
= - I {(Wk
2
2-n - Wlk_1)2-„) - (Wk2-n - W(k_1)2-nf} + 
t = l 
+ _{(wt
2 - W{t2n,2-„) - (w, - w[t2n^„f}. 
[a] denotes the integer part of a. From here using Lemma 1 one gets 
(17) [ V s d J f s = lim/„ = Wt ~ ¥ a.s., t _ 0 . 
Jo "_>a> 
Notice the disagreement of (17) with the rules of ordinary calculus. 
If we change the ordinates of the integrand from W(k_ 1)2-„ to Wk2-„, we get a result 
different from (17). Set 
h = 'Y!Wk2-„(Wk2-„ - W(k_1)2-„) + wt(wt - W[t2„)2-„) = 
k=\ 





lim J„ = \W2 + it a.s., t = 0 . 
Definition is a matter of practicality. Let us mention that the appropriate definition 
of Jo Ws dWs is the former one giving the stochastic integral in Ito's sense. It can be 
generalized, and the integral has good properties. Essential is the fact that W(k_ 1 )2-n. 
• (Wfc2-» — W(fc_i)2-") are products of independent random variables. Ito's definition 
of the stochastic integral leads to a differentia] calculus not conformal to the ordinary 
one. Namely, (17) can be written as 
W2 = 2 j WsdWs + t, t = 0 
Hence, passing to the differentials, 
d(Wf) = 2Wt dWt + df. 
The principal rule for dealing with stochastic differentials is the ltd formula. We 
remark that 
lim \(I„ + J„) = \Wt a.s., t ^ 0 , 
in accordance with the ordinary calculus. But this advantage of the stochastic integral 
in Stratonovich's sense is overshadowed by its considerably worse mathematical 
tractability. 
(14) is a stochastic differential equation, the Langevin equation. The introduction 
of differentials and the substitution cjm = a, ajm = b transforms (14) into 
(18) dXt = -aX,dt + b dWt, t ^ 0 . 
From (18), it follows 
Xt+h = Xt e"
aA + b f e-a("-s> dWs+t = X, e
- 0 " + 
+ b(Wt+h - Wt) + ab I e-
a(*-s) (Wt+S - Wt) ds , h > 0 , t ^ 0 . 
Since the increments of Ware independent random variables, the last two terms are 
independent of 
Xu = X0 e
_ a" + b\ e" a ( u- s ) dWs, u e [0, f] , 
provided that X0 is independent of W. Consequently, Xt+h depends on {X„, u e [0, t]} 
only through Xt. X is therefore a Markov process. 
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2. INCREASING FAMILIES OF o-ALGEBRAS 
2.1. Definitions 
Stochastic analysis is in the first place a tool for studying the dynamics of random 
phenomena or the random evolution in time. It is therefore necessary to perform 
a time structuring of random events. Mostly, this structuring is inherent to the physical 
interpretation of the events. Let on (Q, si, P) be defined n random processes lX = 
= {\X„ t = 0}, . . .,"X = {"X„ t = 0}. Consider a possibly Active observer of 
'X, ...,"X. The random events about which he can tell at time t, whether they 
occurred or not constitute the u-algebra 
(1) J*7, = oa(xXs, s e [0, ? ] , . . . , "Xs, s e [0, f]) = 
= aa({lXs < x] , s e [ 0 , f ] , xe (-00,00), i=\,...,n). 
aa( ) denotes the tr-algebra generated by the random events (random processes) 
in the brackets. ForO < tx < t2,3Fti <= &'tl. & = {3F„ t = 0} describes the growth 
of the observer's information in time. 
Any increasing (precisely nondecreasing)/ami7>' of a-algebras 3F = {J7",, t = 0}, 
J*7, <= si, defines the time dynamics of si. We interpret J^, as the collection of 
random events, for which at time t is given — at the level of observability appropriate 
to the problem under consideration — whether they took place or not. We shall in the 
sequel always assume that the basic space (Q, si, P) is equipped with an increasing 
family of er-algebras J r = {,<F„ t _ 0}. The random events from &, can be briefly 
called events prior to t. 
Next we consider random functions Y = {Y„ t = 0} having the property that 
for r = 0 the value of Y, is fixed not later than at time t. The property is named 
nonanticipativity. If #" is defined as in (l), then the values taken by 
Y, = f('X„ ..., "Xt) , Yt = Cf(
lXs, ..., "Xs) ds , 
where/ is a Borel function, are known to the observer at time t. Formally we define 
nonanticipativity as progressive measurability with respect to J5". 
Definition 1. Random process Y= {Y,, 1 _ 0} is called nonanticipative, if, for 
/ = 0, {Ys, s e [0, t]} is a measurable random process on (Q, 3P',, P). 
Recall our convention that a random process is a measurable process. Definition 1 
enables us to use the Fubini theorem with regard to ^ [ 0 n x J%. For example, if Y 
is nonanticipative, then J 0 /(Y s)ds is immeasurable provided that the integral 
exists for all trajectories. The property that Y, is ^,-measurable for f = 0 will be 
stated as Ycomplies with &, Theorem 1.2 has the following obvious consequence. 
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Theorem 1. If Y complies with J^ and has right-continuous (left-continuous) 
trajectories, then it is nonanticipative. 
Return now to the Wiener process, and let us reformulate its property of indepen-
dence of the increments. The trajectories of W = {Wt, t > 0} induce the family 
&w = {&* = aa(Ws, s e [0, t]), t £ 0} . 
We shall verify that 2 of Definition 1.3 implies for t J> 0, s > 0, the independence 
of W<+, - IT, and &™, The events 
(2) {(W(1, Wn - W(l, . . . , fT,n - Wtn_t)eA} , tu ...,tne[0,t] , 
A Borel set in R", n = 1,2, ... , 
form an algebra which generates !FW. We have to demonstrate 
(3) P({Wt + s - WteB}f\M).P(Wt+s- WteB)-
1 = P(M), M e 3?w . 
B is a Borel set, P(Wt+s - Wt e B) > 0. For fixed B the conditional probability 
on the right-hand side of (3) agrees with P for M of the form (2), in virtue of 2 of De-
finition 1.3. Thus, (3) is a consequence of the unicity of the extension of P to the 
least cr-algebra #'[*'. 
It is convenient to replace !FW by the basic family ?F. This leads to the next de-
finition. 
Definition 2. Random process W = {Wt, t > 0} on (Q, stf, P) is a Wiener process 
with respect to increasing family of cr-algebras J^ = {#",, t > 0}, if the following 
holds. 
1. For t > 0, s > 0, the increments Wt+S — W, are distributed normally with 
mean 0 and variance s. 
2. W complies with J5", and for t ^ 0, s > 0, Wt+S - Wt is independent of #",. 
3. The trajectories of Ware continuous almost surely. 
The multidimensional version of Definition 2 is straightforward. 
If IT satisfies Definition 2, then 
0 = E{Wt - Ws\ 3FS} or E{Wt\^s} = Ws, O ^ s ^ f . 
This property characterizes a martingale. 
2.2. Martingales 
In terms of the games of chance a martingale describes a succession of fair games. 
In such games the player stakes an amount equal to his expected gain. The founder 
of the mathematical theory of martingales is J. L. Doob (1953), who continued 
the investigations of P. Levy (1937) and of J. Ville (1939). 
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Definition 3. Random process X = {X„ t e J} is a martingale, with respect to 
increasing family of tr-algebras #" = {^t, t e J}, if E\Xt\ < co, te J, and 
E{Xt | J^s} = Xs, s <t, s,teJ. 
Example 1. Let Wbe as in Definition 2, and let a be a real number. Set 
Y, = exp {aWt - ia
2 /} , t^O. 
Then 
E{Y, | #"s} = £{exp {a(Wt - Ws) - \a
2(t - s)} \ &s} Y = Ys, 
0 < s = t. 
Thus Y is a martingale with respect to J^. • 
Any martingale X is a martingale with respect to the family J5"* = {cra(Zs, s = t), 
t e J}. If X satisfies Definition 3, then by Property 1.3 the process Y, = \Xt\, t e J, 
satisfies 
(4) E{Yt | J%} ^ Ys, s,< t , s . I e J . 
The same holds for Y, = X2, te J, provided EX2 < oo, te J, in virtue of Pro-
perty 1.6. 
Random process Y= {Y„ t e J} complying with &, and such that E|Y,| < oo, 
t e J, and (4) hold is a submartingale with respect to J5". Submartingales correspond 
to successions of fair or favorable games. 
Theorem 2. (Doob's submartingale inequality.) Let Y = {Y„ t e [0, T]}, T < oo, 
be a submartingale with right-continuous (or left-continuous) trajectories. Then 
(5) P( sup Yt = x)< x-'EYf , x > 0 , 
re[0,T] 
where YT = max (YT, 0). 
Proof. Set Z* = Ykr/„, k = 0, ..., n. First we show that 
(6) P( sup Zk ^ x) = x-'EZ* . 
Jt = 0 n 
Denote the random event in brackets by B. It is the union of disjoint events 
Bk = fl {Zj <x}n{Zk = x}, k = 0, . . . , n . 
j<k 
It holds 
{Zj < x} = {Y]Tln <x}e 3F]Tln c 3F
Y
kT,u, J < k, 
{Zk = x} e F\TIU. 
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Hence, Bk e ^lT/„, and consequently, 
£Z„+ = EXBZ: :> EXBZ„ = £ E%BkZn = £ EE{lBkZn \ &
r
kT/n} = 
/c=0 t = 0 
= £ £*Bt£{Z„ | &lTln) ^ £ £ZBkZ, £ x £ P(B,) = x P(B) . 
k = 0 fc = 0 fc = 0 
Thus, (6) is proved. 
Letting n -* oo, we get from (6) 




To obtain (5), we write the above inequality for x' < x, and let x' -> x. D 
2.3. Stopping Times 
Let X = {JTf, f S: 0} be a continuous random process, I an open interval of real 
numbers, and x a real number. Random times 
T = M{t:Xtil}, %' = i n f L : j |X,| ds ^ x 1 , 
have the property of being determined by X f, f e [0, T] and t e [0, T ' ] , respectively. 
This is, for example, not true about T" = \x. The mentioned property can be stated as 
{T g t} = { sup Xs<£/ or inf Z s ^ / } e J*? = aa{Xs, s e [ 0 , f]) , 
se[0,<] SE[0,t] 
{-' g ?} = j j \XS\ ds = x j e J^f , ( ^ 0 . 
Definition 4. Nonnegative (possibly infinite) random variable T is a stopping time 
with respect to family & = {J5",, t ^ 0} if {T g <*} e #"„ f ^ 0. 
The independence of x on the future is expressed in the statement that at any time t 
it is given, whether T g t or not. Stopping times are also called Markovian times. 
Under additional hypotheses, the relations characterizing Markov processes or 
martingales can be extended from nonrandom times to stopping times. 
Example 2. Let W = {W„ t = 0}, W0 = 0, be a Wiener process, a > 0, T = inf. 
. {t: Wt = a}. Reflecting the trajectory around the straight line parallel to the time 
axis at distance a, one gets 
P(T g t) = P( sup Ws ^ a) = P(CYf ^ a) + 
SE[0,t] 
(.00 
+ P( sup Ws ^ a; Wt < a) = 2P(Wt >t a) = .7(2/JT) e "
( x 2 / 2 ) dx . Q 
*C°.0 J./Vf 
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3. STOCHASTIC INTEGRÁL 
3.1. Simple Functions 
We assume a basic space (Q, sf, P) with an increasing family of c-algebras J5" = 
= {J5-,, t = 0}. Let &0 comprise all sets of P-measure 0, and let W = {Wt, t = 0}, 
W0 = 0, be a Wiener process on (Q, stf, P). Everywhere in the text, without saying it, 
we mean Wiener process with respect to ^ . Similarly, nonanticipavity, martingale 
property, and property of being a stopping time refer to J% unless stated other-
wise. We are going to define J0 <£s dWs for a sufficiently broad class of nonanticipative 
random functions $ = { $ „ ( e [0, T]}. 
To begin with, consider the approach using partial integration already mentioned 
in § 1.3. Let / be a nonrandom function on [0, 1] having continuous derivative / ' . 
Write 
(1) Í f(s)dWs=f(l)Wt - ľ f'(s)Wsds. 
The right-hand side makes sense, and can be taken as definition of the integral. 
Further, 
E I f(s)dWs =f(l)EW1 - j f'(s)EWsds = 0 . 
E f f f(s) dWs\
2 = f(l)2 EW2 + f f f'(t)f'(s) EWtWs dt ds -
- 2/(1) f f'(s)EW,Wsds = / ( l )
2 + 2 fl [tf'(t)dtf'(s)ds -
Jo Jo Jo 
- 2/(1) f sf'(s) ds = f(\)2 - 2 C sf'(s)f(s) ds = [/(s)2 ds . 
Jo Jo Jo 
Denote by L2[0, 1] the Hilbert space of quadratically integrable functions on [0,1]. 
(1) defines an isometric mapping of a dense subset of L2[0, l ] onto a subset of the 
Hilbert space of random variables on (Q, s&, P) with finite second moment. The 
mapping can be extended on the entire L2[0, 1]. This gives j ^ f(s) dWs for/ e L
2 [0,1]. 
A similar isometry can be used to define integrals of nonanticipative functions. 
One has to assume 
(2> І EФ2 ds < oo . 
We shall define the integral under a weaker assumption than (2), and introduce the 
isometry later on. 
Take an arbitrary interval [0, T], 0 < T < oo. 
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Definition 1. Random function <£ = {<£„ f G [0, T]} is a simple function, if it is 
nonanticipative, and if there exists a division f0 = 0 < f_ < f2 < . . . < f„ = T 
of interval [0, T] together with random variables cp0, ..., q>„__ such that 
(3) * . - » 9 _ . 0 = ' < 0 + i » ; = o, . . . , n - 1 . 
The nonanticipativity assumption implies that q>} is J^-measurable, j = 0, . . . 
. . . . . . - 1. 
Definition 2. Let $ be a simple function as in Definition 1. For f e [0, T] we define 
its stochastic integral as 
I "* . dW. = I 9 /W.. t I - **._) + <PH(W, - 1VJ if tfc S t = tk+1 . 
Jo J = o 
(For /c = 0 the sum on the right-hand side is zero.) 
The following properties of integrals of simple functions are obvious: 
1. J. <P dWis the same for all divisions of [0, T] such that (3) holds. 
2. J . ( a # + a'$') dW = a J0 $ dW + a' J_ $' dW, t e [0, T] , for arbitrary con-
stants a, a'. 
3. JQ <P dW is a continuous nonanticipative (random) function of t on [0, T]. 
Random process Z introduced bellow has numerous applications in stochastic 
analysis. Next it will be used to derive an inequality for stochastic integrals. 
Lemma 1. Random process 
Zt = exp {J_<f>_ dWs - \ J0<Z>
2} ds , f G [0, T] , 
is a martingale with respect to ff, and EZT = 1. 
Proof. The nonanticipativity of Z is easily seen. Further, take arbitrary s e [0, T). 
Let (3) hold, and let tk __ s < tk+1. It suffices to verify the martingale property for t 
satisfying s < f __ tk+1. The verification for tk+1 < t __ tk + 2 etc. follows then from 
the equalities 
E{Z, | &_} = E{E{Z, | &tk+i} j #•_} = E{Ztk + i | ^ s } = Zs. 
We have for s < f __ fk+1 
E{Zf | J^_} = Z_E{exp {<pk(Wt - Ws) - _<p_(t - s)} | ^_} = Zs, 
since % is immeasurable, and the conditional distribution of (pk(Wt — W_) is normal 
with mean 0 and variance <pk(t — s). Finally, 
EZT = EE{ZT | J F ^ J = EZtn_1 = . . . = EZ0 = 1 . • 
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Lemma 2. For arbitrary positive numbers a, b, 
(4) p( sup | # dW = a\ < P ( I* <Z>2 ds >= fe") + 2 exp j - — I . 
Proof. Apply Doob's inequality (Theorem 2.2) to martingale 
Zt = exp {- f 0 dW - - f - Y f' <*>
2 dsl, te [0, T] . 
I6 Jo 2\fcj J0 J 
It follows 
p( sup ( j $ dFF - — I $ 2 ds ĵ > - J = p [ sup Z t ^ 
\ (6 [o , r ] \ J 0 2feJ0 y 2 / \r€[o,r] 
feeXPs)SeXP{-^}£Z-eXP{-2l}' 
From here and from the same inequality for — <P one gets 
(5) P ( sup I <Z> dW\ > - + — | <2>2 ds^j < 2 exp i - —I . 
Uo.nJo I 2 2b J0 1-
 P l 2fej 
Further, 
1 sup [ Ф dFľ ^ fli c i j Ф2 ds > fel u { sup I Ф dFľ 
l'e[0,Г]|J0 J І Jo J {teio.тj J 0 
è - + - l Ф 2 d s , . 
" 2 2fe 
This together with (5) implies (4). • 
We conclude this section by computing the variance of J"0<2> dW. 
Lemma 3. Let <t> be as in Definition 1, and let E<p2 < oo, j = 0 n — 1. Then 
(6) EM <PdW) = E| <P2ds, *e[0 , T] . 
Proof. If tk = f = ft + i> then 
E(T<z>dFF-Y = S E ^ E ( i r t J + 1 - FF.,)
2 + E<p2E(FFt - wtf = 
- I ^ ( o + i - o) + £?-(* - r*) = f 'E(p2 ds - £ f *2 d s » 
; - o Jo Jo 




Stochastic integral will be defined for nonanticipative functions <£ = {<£,, te 
e [0, T]} satisfying 
(7) I <P2S ds < oo a.s. Í 
To its extension from simple functions the property of the convergence in probability 
will be used that a Cauchy sequence has a limit. This is well known for random 
variables, and obviously valid also for continuous random processes. 
Lemma 4. Let "X = {nX„ te [0, T]}, n = 1, 2, . . . , be a sequence of random 
processes with continuous trajectories, and such that for each e > 0 
lim P( sup \mXt - "X,\ = e) = 0 . 
m-*oo (6[0,T] 
Then there exists a continuous random process X = {X„ t e [0, T]} such that for 
each £ > 0 
lim P( sup \nXt - X,\ £ e) = 0 . 
«^oo < 6 [o , r ] 
We remind the convention about indistinguishability made in § 1.1. 
Nonanticipative functions, satisfying (7), can be approximated by simple functions 
in the following sense. 
Lemma 5. Let <P be a nonanticipative function, and let (7) hold. Then there exists 
a sequence of simple functions {"$, n = 1, 2, . . . } for which 
(8) p lim í ("<PS - <Psf ds = 0 . 
n^oojo 
(p lim stands for limit in probability.) 
Proof . If <P is continuous, then (8) holds for 
"$t = $[tnyn, / e [ 0 , T], n = l , 2 , . . . , 
where [a] in the subscript denotes the integer part of a. In the general case, <P is 
approximated first by continuous functions 
(9) h4>, = - I <2>s d s , t e [0, T] , h > 0 . 
h J .-» 
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In (9) we let <PS = 0 for s $ [0, T]. By a theorem on quadratically integrable functions, 
(7) implies 
lim I (h<Ps - <PS)
2 ds = 0 a.s. D 
»-°Jo 
Let $ be a nonanticipative function satisfying (7). Take a sequence of simple 
functions {"$, n = 1,2, ...} such that (8) holds. Then 
(10) э lim (mФs — " 
ГО~OQ J 0 
Фs)
2 ds = 0 . 
This is a consequence of (8) and of the inequality 
(f (m^-n0syds\ zft (
mi>s-&syds\ +(( ("&s- &syds\ . 
Let us show that the random processes [\'0"<P dW, te [0, T]}, n = 1,2, . . . , form 
a Cauchy sequence in probability, i.e. 
(11) lim P[ sup (m<P - "<P)dW £ e] = 0 for £ > 0 . 
m-.cc \«»to.r]|Jo / 
By Lemma 2, for fe > 0, 
lim P { sup J (m<£ - "<P) dW £ e j ^ lim P ( j (m<2> - "tf>)2 ds ^ b] + 
m-.oo V'e[°.T] Jo / » -» VJo / 
+ 2exp \ 1 = 2exp \ -
P l 2b] V\ 2b 
From here (11) is obtained by letting b -» 0. 
In virtue of (11) there exists, according to Lemma 4, a continuous random process 
/ = {/., t e [0, T]} such that 
l imP 
Definition 3. We define 
( sup I 
\í6[o,n I Jo 
'dW- It ^ e ì = 0 for Ë > 0 . 
4>sdWs = It, te[Q, T]. 
Up to indistinguishability the definition is unique. It does not depend on the 
chosen sequence {"<P, n = 1,2, . . . } of simple functions. To show it, consider 
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another sequence {"$', n = 1,2, . . . } fulfilling (8). Form the sequence - $ , 1$', 
2<P, 2&, ..., which also fulfils (8). According to the above said, the sequence 
I x<PdW, I l<P'dW, j 2<PdW, J 2<P'dW, ... 
Jo Jo Jo Jo 
has one limit point. 
We assumed the interval [0, T], 0 < T < oo, to be fixed but arbitrary. If $ = 
= {<P„ t 2: 0} is nonanticipative, and 
(12) j <P2 ds < oo , t ^ 0 , a.s., 
then §0<P dWis defined for t k 0, and is continuous with probability 1. Moreover, if 
(13) j <P2 ds < oo a.s., 
we can without considerable changes use the above construction of the integral also 
for T = oo. Hence, by the continuity of the integral, 
lim j $dW= j $dW a.s., 
<-°°Jo Jo 
if (13) holds. 
3.3. Properties 
Let $ = {<Z>„ t e [0, T]} denote a nonanticipative function satisfying JJ <P2 ds < 
< oo a.s. Next we record main properties of stochastic integrals. 
Property 1. {J"0 <P dW, t e [0, T]} is a continuous nonanticipative function. 
Proof. The continuity was established. For t e [0, T], J"0 $ dWis the limit in pro-
bability of a sequence of .^-measurable functions. Moreover, ,Wt contains all sets 
of P-measure 0. Thus, J0 $ dW is .^-measurable, t e [0, T]. This together with 
continuity implies nonanticipativity according to Theorem 2.1. • 
Property 2. 
j (a<P + a'4>') dW = a | <P dW + a' | $ ' dW, t e [0, T] , 
Jo Jo Jo 
for arbitrary constants a, a'. 
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Property 3. Let 
(14) Ej <Z>2 ds < oo . 
Jo 
Then 
(15) EM^dPf) = E f < P 2 d s , r e [ 0 , T ] . 
(T = oo is also admitted.) If (14) holds, then {J"0<5 dW, t e [0, T]} is a martingale. 
In particular, 
E ФdW=0, ř є [ 0 , T ] . 
Proof. A result analogous to Lemma 5 states that to each <£ satisfying (14) a se-
quence of simple functions {"<P, n = 1, 2, . . . } can be found so that 
(16) lim Ef ("<Z> - <Z>)2 ds = 0 . 
«•*<*> J o 
(16) implies (8), and hence, 
(17) p lim | "<PdW = I <PdW, t e [0, T] . 
"^«>Jo Jo 
Moreover, in virtue of (16), 
lim Ef (ra<£ - "<P)2 ds = 0 . 
By Lemma 3, (15) holds for simple functions. Consequently, 
lim EM m<£ dW- J "4>dW j = 0 , f e [0, T] . 
From here and from (17), it follows 
(18) l.i.m. | "<PdW = | 4> dW, t e [0, T] . 
n-°° Jo Jo 
(15) is obtained from 
Ef'f^dlf) = E| "<2>2ds, f e [ 0 , T ] , n = 1, 2, . . . , 
letting n -> oo, and using (16), (18). 
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It is not difficult to verify 
Ei f n0dW I &\ = \"0dW, 0 = s = / = T, n = \, 2, ... •{j;-*.п*.}-j;-
From (18) and from the continuity of the projection operator E{ | J^} (see Property 
1.5), it follows 
E j [ 4>dW\ PS = [ $dW, 0 = s = / = T. 
Hence, {J'0<2> dW, t e [0, T]} is a martingale, and E J0<Z> dJV = 0, / e [0, T]. • 
(15) can be generalized as follows. 
Corollary 1. Let 
E| <P2 dt < oo , E| <P'2 dt < oo . 
Then 
[ ř2 dř < o  , E [ <ř'2 
E [ <ž>dWM <Ž>'dW = E [ <ř<ř'ds, ř e [0, T] . 
Jo Jo Jo 
Proof. 
E [ <PdW\ 4>' dW= Eu(\ (<i> + <P') dw\ -
- ( [ ' ( * - <I>')dw\ 1 = E\\[ (0 + <2>')2ds - [ (<P - <P')2dsl = 
= E [ $0' ds , / e [0, T] . • 
Property 4. For arbitrary positive numbers a, b, 
(19) P ( sup j $ dW = a | = P ( [ <£
2 ds = M + 2 exp j - — I . 
Proof . (19) was proved for simple functions (Lemma 2), and is obtained in the 
general case by means of the passage to the limit used to define the integral. • 
Property 5. Let {"<P, n = 1, 2, . . . } be a sequence of nonanticipative functions 
such that 




(20) plim sup J "<PdW- I 4>dW = 0 . 
/.-co le[0,r]| Jo Jo 
Proof. Let e > 0, b > 0 be arbitrary. By Property 4 
iim P[ sup j "<P AW - J <2> dW = E ) g ihri p( | ("<£ - <Pf ds = 
n-co V'etO,T]]Jo Jo / »->-» \ J o 
i») + 2eXp{-il}-2Mp{-ii}. 
The last expression tends to 0 as b —> 0. This proves (20). D 
Property 6. Let, with probability 1, the trajectory of <P have a continuous derivative 
*' = {*;, i e [0, T]}, (T < oo). Then 
j $ d ^ = $ 0 ^ - + I &t(WT - W,)dt. 
Proof. 
fT <P dW = p lim £ ^ T / n (^ + 1)r/„ - WtT/n) = 
Jo n-cofc=0 
p l i m ^ o ^ r + E0*W. - *<*-i)r/.)(^r - ^ir/»)] = 
71-00 k = l 
= <£0Wr + [ $'t{WT- Wt)dt. D 
Property 7. Let $ = {<?„ t _ 0} be a nonanticipative function satisfying (12). 
Let T be a stopping time, and let 
| . < J O 




(For T = oo the right-hand side is lim J"0 * dW.) 
Proof. Note that {x{t>.}, t ^ 0} is nonanticipative. It is right-continuous and 
complies with J% because {T > t} e J^,, f = 0, by the definition of the stopping 
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time. Take T > 0. Set x' = x A T = min (T, T). We shall demonstrate 
(22) X{^>s}^s^Ws = [ $ s dW. . 
Jo Jo 
Obviously, 
lim {Xit->s}&s ~ X{x>s) ®sy ds = 0 a.s. 
r-*a> Jo 
Hence, (21) follows from (22) as T-> co in virtue of Property 5 and of the continuity 
of the integral. 
Define a sequence of stopping times {i'n, n = 1, 2, . . . } as follows: 
T ; = 0 if T' = 0 , T ; « . i ± i T if - T < T' g - - - t i T, 
n n n 
k = 0, . . . , n - 1 . 
{X{r„'x}, t = 0}, n = 1, 2, . . . , are simple functions. Further, let {"<P, n = 1,2, ...} 
be a sequence of simple functions such that 
"<P2 ds < oo a.s., n = 1,2, . . . , p l im ("$ - $) 2 ds = 0 . 
Jo »-» Jo 
From (20) it follows 
(23) plim j "$dW= J $dW. 
"-«= Jo Jo 
From the definition of the integral of a simple function it is easily checked that 
(24) | "# dW = I X{*n->s}"$s &WS, n = 1,2, ... 
Finally, 
j " (*<.„'>*} ** - Z(,'>s}^)
2 ds = 
=? 2l" f ("<Z> - <2>)2 ds + f (Z{t„,>s} - Xlr'>s}) $s ds l -> 0 inprob. 
Hence, according to Property 4, 
(25) p lim P Z {v>-,"*. dWs = f" >.<.<>,>*. dJYs. 
»-°°Jo Jo 
(23), (24), (25) give (22). • 
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4. THE ITÔ FORMULA 
4.1. Proof 
As already mentioned in § 1.3, the calculations with the stochastic differentials 
follow other rules than the calculations with the ordinary ones. The basic rule, 
namely the ltd formula, will be derived in the present chapter. Again we suppose 
given a probability space (Q, s4', P) supplied with an increasing family of a-algebras 
3F = {3F„ t = 0} such that 3F0 contains all P-null sets. First we shall treat the one-
dimensional case, and assume a Wiener process W = {W„ t _ 0}, W0 = 0, defined 
on (Q, sf, P). 
Stochastic differentials are defined with aid of integrals. 
Definition 1. Random process X = {X„ t e [0, T]} is an ltd process, if 
X, = X0 + [ A. ds + | Bs dWs, te [0, T] , 
where 1. X0 is .^-measurable. 
2. A = {A„ te [0, T]}, B = {B„ te [0, T]} are nonanticipative processes, satis-
fying 
|A, | dt < oo a.s., B2 dt < oo a.s. 
Jo Jo 
The contents of Definition 1 will be briefly stated by saying that X has stochastic 
differential 
(1) dXt = A,dt + BtdWt, i e [ 0 , T] . 
From Definition 1 follows that an Ito process is nonanticipative. A smooth function 
of Ito processes is itself an Ito process. 
Theorem 1. Let random processes lX = {lX„ t e [0, T]}, i = 1, . . . , m, have sto-
chastic differentials 
d'X, = iAtdt + 'BtdWt, i e [ 0 , T], i = l,...,m. 
Letj(f, x1, . . . , xm) be a function on [0, T] x Rm with continuous derivatives 
f = Lf, fi = ±f, |-1,....m, 
dt dx' 
d2 
fu = f, i,j = l,---,m, 
JlJ dx'dxjJ 
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and let Y, = f(t, lX„ . ..,mXt), t e [0, T]. Then Yhas stochastic differential 
(2) dYt=fdt+ j r / , d % + i £ / „ d % d
 JXt, 16 [0, T] , 
u = i 
where / = /(f, 1Xt, ...,
 mXt), ..., and 
(3) d 'X, d JXt =
 lBt
 JBt dt, t e [0, T] , i,j = 1, ...,m. 
(2) is the ltd formula. It indicates that we have to use Taylor's development up 
to the second order terms when computing stochastic differentials. To explain (3), 
let us recall Lemma 1.1, and write 
d % d JX, = % JAt(dt)
2 + ('A, JBt + %
 JAt) dt dW, + 
+ % JBt(dWt)
2 = % JBt dt + o(dt) . 
(2) can be written in the form 
dy. = (/ + E %fi + i E % iB'fij)d' + 
i i,j 
+ (ZlBtfi)dWt, f e [0 ,T ] , 
i 
consistent with (l). Note that from 2. of Definition 1 and from the continuity of 
f,fufij, it follows 
f I/ + I %fi + iZ% J'BJij I it < oo , 
J 0 ' '.J 
[T (^Bjtf dt < K a.s. 
Jo * 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be preceded by a lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let <& = {<P,, t e [0, S]}, (S < co), be a nonanticipative random 
function with continuous trajectories. Then 
(4) plim £ $k2-nS(Wlk+m-»s - Wk2-„s)
2 = f <P,dt. 
«-cc fc=0 Jo 
Proof. If $ is a simple function, 
<P, = 9; , tj <,t < tj+1 , where f0 = 0 < tt < . . . < th = S, 
then it is not difficult to deduce from Lemma 1.1 that 
lim £ *„--s(Wfc+i)2--- - ^2-s)
2 = £ 9/tj*t - fj) = f ->.dt a.s. 
n-.oo *=0 j = 0 Jo 
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To prove (4) for arbitrary <2>, one considers simple functions {&[tm, t e [ 0 , S]}, 
/ = 1, 2, . . . , which approximate $ so that 
lim P( sup |$[,,.]// - $,\ = e) = 0 , e > 0 . • 
I-co .6[0,S] 
Proof of Theo rem 1. Let S e [0, T] be arbitrary. We have to demonstrate 
(5) Ys - Y0 = f (/ + X Wi + i E '5 %•) di + f (E '*/,) d W. 
Jo ' i.J Jo 1 
The demonstration can be reduced to the case when 'A , 'B are simple functions. 
In the general case one takes sequences of simple functions 
{nA, n = 1, 2, . . . } , {„B, n = 1, 2, . . . } , i = 1, . . . , m , 
such that 
= 1, . . . . m . p lim J |
 l
nA - 'A | df -» 0 , p lim | („B -
 lBf At = 0 , i = 1 
„-oo J 0 n-oo Jo 
If (5) holds with 'A , 'B replaced by „A, „B, then it remains valid in the limit as n -> co. 
Thus, let 'A , fJ5, i = 1, . . . , m, be simple functions. Let us divide [0, S] into sub-
intervals [s, s'], on which these functions are constant, 
>At = 'a ,
 lBt =
 lp, t e [s, s'] , i = 1, . . . , m . 
'a, '/?, i = 1, . . . , m, are Jvmeasurable random variables. We have to show that 
y.- - Y.=r ( / + 1 v . + * E '/- w,7) d t + r (E '.-»/») dw, 
where the arguments of the derivatives are t and 
lX, = 'Xs +
 la(t - s) + %W, - Ws), i = 1, . . . , m . 
Let 
s' — S = h , AYs + k2-nh = Ys+(fc+i)2-»n ~~ Ys + k 2 - „ h . 
Introducing obvious further denotations, we infer as follows. 
Ys. - Ys = limZAYs+k2-nh = lim {£ [ / ( - + k2~'h,
 lXs+k2-„h, ...) 2~"h + 
n-oo fc=0 n-oo k 
+ YJiA 'Xs+k2-»h + i Z / y -1 X+M--H -1
 JX+ 42-n„] + o(l) + 
• i J 
+ 0(XZ(^ X+t2-.,)




k i k ij 
= f (/ + I Wi + i I *P JPfu)dt + f (I %) *W, 
J 5 I W J s i 
in virtue of Lemma 1. D 
The integral with respect to an Ito process is defined in a straight-forward manner. 
Definition 2. Let X = {Xt, t e [0, T]} have stochastic differential (l), and let $ = 
= {$„ r e [0, T]} be a nonanticipative random function such that 
| $tAt | di < oo . (^,B,)
2 df < oo a.s. 
Then 
J $s dXs = J <PSAS ds + | $SBS dWTs, i e [0, T] . 
Jo Jo Jo 
Next we generalize the Ito formula to the case when a multidimensional Wiener 
process W = {Wt = (
lWt, .. .,
rWt)', t ^ 0} occurs in the differentials. 





lWt, t e [0, T] , i = 1, . . . , m . 
i = i 
L e t / a n d Ybe as in Theorem 1. Then (2) holds with 
(7) d 'X, d JXt = £
 UBC
 }lBt dt, t e [0, T] , i,j = l,...,m. 
i=i 
As in Definition 1, (6) means that 'X, i = I, ..., m, are nonanticipative, and 
'Xt = X0 + [ '"Asds + £ r»Bsd
lWs, te[0,T], i = l, ...,m. 
Jo ' Jo 
(7) results from the following multiplication rules for differentials 
(8) ( d i ) 2 = 0 , dtdlW=0, (dlWf = dt, 
dlWdvW= 0 , I, V = 1, ...,r, I + V . 
The proof of Theorem 2 follows the same pattern as the proof of Theorem 1. Only 
the additional occurence of cross products A lWs+k2-„hA
 lWs+k2-„h requires con-
sideration. This is done in the subsequent lemma. 
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vWk2-„s = 0, /,/' = 1, . . . , r , l + V. 
«->oo k = 0 
Proof. To establish (9), one shows first that 
2 " - l 
(10) lim £ A lWk2-„sA
 vWk2-„s = 0 a.s., I # / ' . 
n-oo fc = 0 
(10) is proved with aid of the Borel-Cantelli lemma. Namely, for E > 0, 
^PQ^A >Wk2-„sA
 vWk2-„s\ ^ E) rg a'
2 ££("£* lWk2-„sA
 vWk2-„sf = 
n = l k = 0 n = l k=0 
= e"2 J X E(A lWk2-„sf E{A
 vWk2-„sf = e~
2 £ 2"(2""S)2 < oo . 
« = l t = 0 n = l 
Hence, with probability 1, the sum on the right-hand side of (10) is less than e for 
all sufficiently large n. 
As in the proof of Lemma 1 it is seen that (9) holds, if <P is a simple function, and 
is proved for arbitrary $ using approximation by simple functions. • 
Lemma 2 explains the last equality in (8). Relation (10) means that the mixed 
variation of two independent Wiener processes vanishes. Moreover, they yield 
orthogonal stochastic integrals. 
Lemma 3. Let <P = {<Pt, te [0, T]}, <f>' = {$'„ te[0, T]} be nonanticipative and 
such that 
E J <P2 dt < oo , E <Z>'2d* < oo . 
Then 
(11) E | <Pd'W J &dvW = 0, te[0, T] , / + / ' . 
Proof. Remind the proof of Property 3.3. Let I =f= V. Take sequences of simple 
functions {"$, n = 1, 2, . . . } , {"$', n = 1, 2, . . .} such that 
(12) l.i.m. J "<PdlW = J $dlW, 
"-«> Jo Jo 
l.i.m. [ "<2>' dvW= J <£' d ' V , * e [0, T] . 
n-̂ M Jo Jo 
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Using the independence of 'JYand ' i f it is seen from Definition 3.2 that 
E\ n4>dlW | "0'dl'W= 0, ( e [ 0 , T ] , n = 1, 2, . . . 
From here and from (12) follows (11). • 
4.2. Examples 
Example 1. Let {Xt, t =• 0}, X 0 # 0, {Y„ r =• 0}, have stochastic differentials 
dXt = - s i n $, dW,, dY = cos $, d W,, <Pt = arctg (Y,/X(), t = 0 . 
Let us compute the differential of R2 = X, + Y2 ,t =• 0. We have d(R2) = 
= d(X2 + Y2) = 2X dX + 2YdY + (dX)2 + (dY)2 = (-2X sin <*> + 2Ycos <P). 
. dW + (sin2 <P + cos2 <?) df = dt. We conclude that for f ^ 0 the random point 
with coordinates (Xt, Yt) lies in the plane at the distance Rt = ^/(R0 + t) from the 
origin. • 
Example 2. Let X = {'Xt, t e [0, T]}, i = 1, 2, have stochastic differentials 
d 'X, = 'At dt +
 lBt dWt, te [0, T] . 
From Theorem 1, it follows 
d('X 2X) = lX d 2X + 2X d lX + d lX d 2X = "X d 2X + 2X d lX + 
+ 1B2Bdt, 
or, expressed in integrals, 
('1Xd2X=1X2x\'- ['2XdxX - {'iB2Bds, te[0, T] . 
Jo |o J o Jo 
This is the formula for partial integration of stochastic integrals. • 
Example 3. Let/(x) be a continuously differentiable function on (— oo, oo). Let us 
compute pof(W)dW. Denote by F the integral off, i.e. (djdx) F = / . Then 
dF(W) = f(W) dW + if'(W) dt. 
Hence, 
f' f(Ws) dWs = F(Wt) - F(W0) - \ f f'(Ws) ds , t ^ 0 . • 
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Example 4. Let <t> = {<P„ te [0, T]} be a nonanticipative random function such 
that {I 02 dt < co a.s. Then 
Z, = exp J | QdW- \ I 4>2 dX , te [0, T] , 
is the unique solution of the equation 
(13) dZ, = <P,ZtdW,, f e [ 0 , T], 
with initial condition Z0 = 1. 
(13) follows from the differentiation 
dZ = Z(<P6W - !<Z>2df) + \Z<P2 dt = <PZdW. 
To prove the unicity, let Z* = {Z*, te [0, T]}, Z* = 1, be also a solution of (13). 
Differentiate the ratio Z*\Z. 
17*\ 1 7* 1 7* 
d [ - ) = - d Z * - — d Z - — dZ*dZ + — (dZ)2 = 
\z) z z2 z2 ziK ' 
= -<PZ*dW - — <PZdW- — <£2ZZ*dt + — <J>2Z2 df = 0 . 
Z z2 z2 z3 
Hence, Zf/Z, = 1, f e [0, T], a.s. 
In particular, the solution of dZ = Z dW, Z0 = 1, is exp {W, — it}. • 
An illustrative application of the Ito formula is provided by the following theorem. 
Its proof involves a straight-forward use of complex valued random variables. 
Theorem 3. Let random process X = {X,,te[0, T]}, X0 = 0, have stochastic 
differential 
(14) dX, = Y,lB,d'W,, f e [ 0 , T], 
i= i 
and let with probability 1 
(15) £ lB2 = 1 for almost all f e [0, T] . 
i = i 
Then X is a Wiener process. 
Proof. We have to show that for 0 g f < t' S T 
(16) E{exp{iz(Xt.-Xt)}\&,} = e x p { - | z
2 ( f - f)} , z 6 ( - c o , o o ) . 
On the right-hand side stands the characteristic function of the normal distribution 
with mean 0 and variance t' - t. Thus, (16) states that Xt. - X, has this distribution, 
and is independent of #",. 
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Denote Y„ = exp {\z(Xu - X,)}, u e [t, T]. Its differential is 
dY„ = izY„ dX„ - \z2Yu £
 lB2u du , u e [t, T] . 
1 = 1 
Hence, because of (15), 
Yt. - 1 = \z £ [ Y,
 lBu d
lWu - \z
2 j Y„ du, r' e [/, T] . 
The conditional exception of the first term on the right is 0 by Property 3.3. Conse-
quently, « 
E{Yt. \&t} = 1 - \z
2 | E{Y„|J^}du, t'e[t,T], a.s. 
We see that with probability 1 E{Yt<| J%} fulfils an integral equation, which has 
unique solution exp {— \z2(t' - /)}. D 
Corollary 1. Let X = {X„ t e [0, T]} have stochastic differential (14), and let 
with probability 1 
1=1 
Then 
X lB2 > 0 for almost all t e [0, T] . 
(17) dX, = (^'B2y/2dWf, te[0,T], 
1=1 
where W* = {W*, t e [0, T]} is a Wiener process. 
Proof. Define 
W* = (' (Y.lB2)-1,2dXs, ie[0 , T]. 
Jo ' = i 
Then W* fulfils the hypotheses of Theorem 3, and (17) holds. D 
5. STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
5.1 Linear equations 
Let us begin by considering as an example the model of free nutation proposed 
in [ l ] . The rotation axis of the Earth intersects the plane tangent to the Earth at the 
(North or South) Pole in a point, which performs a random movement containing 
a periodic component with period one year. This component being eliminated, the 
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so called Chandler's movement remains. Let X = {(xXt,
 2Xt)', t = t0} denote its 
coordinates as functions of time. X has a period of about 14 months with slow 
fluctuations of amplitude (waves of length 10-20 years). It was suggested to under-
lay the empirical studies with a mathematical assumption about the differentials 
of X. Namely, 
d xXt = - /
 lXt dt - k
 2X, dt + b d l W,, 
d2Xt= k'X.dt - l
2Xtdt + bd
2Wt, t ^ t 0 , 
or 
(1) d J , = AX, dt + B dWt, t ^ t 0 . 
M i ) 
A = (~l> ~k), B = (b>° 
\ k, ~lj \0, b 
I, k, b are positive constants, W = {Wt = ^Wt,
 2Wt)', t ^ t0] is a two-dimensional 
Wiener process. 
(l) is a stochastic differential equation for X, a linear one. Such equations will be 
dealt with in the present section. In the entire chapter we assume that an r-dimen-
sional Wiener process W = {Wt = (
l Wt, ...,
 rWt)', t ^ 0} with respect to & = {&t, 
t ^ 0} is given on a basic space (Q, sf, P). &0 contains all sets of T-measure zero. 
We recall that ' indicates the transposition. 
First we define the concept of a stochastic differential equation. Let 
(2) a(t,x) = (a%x),...,am(t,x))', B(t,x) = \\bu(t, x)^,,_. , 
(t, x) e [0, T] x Rm , 
be a Borel measurable vector function, and a Borel measurable matrix function 
of type m x r, respectively. Let T< oo, for the sake of definiteness. Let the symbol 
X = {Xt = (
lXt, ...,
 mXt)', te [0, T]} denote an m-dimensional random process. 
The relation among differentials 
(3) dX, = a(t,Xt)dt + B(t,Xt)dWt, te[0, T] , 
is called a stochastic differential equation. 
Definition 1. Let | be an #"0-measurable m-dimensional random variable. Random 
process X = {Xt, t e [0, T]} is a solution of equation (3) with initial condition E,, 
if it has stochastic differential (3), and X0 = I. If, in addition, any solution of (3)> 
with initial condition f is indistinguishable from X, then X is called unique solution. 
Specialize now to linear equations. Let 
a(t, x) = a(t) + A(t) x , B(t, x) = B(t) , (t, x) e [0, T] x Rm , 
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where 
a(t) = (a\t),...,«•(.))', A(/)=||a,(/)||r,J=1 , 
-K0-IM01?-ri./-i. 
are Borel measurable functions on [0, T]. Then (3) becomes 
(4) dX, = (a(t) + A(z) Xt) d/ + B(t) dWt, / e [0, T] . 
Methods of ordinary linear differential equations can be used to investigate the 
stochastic ones, as it is seen on the subsequent theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let a, A, B fulfil 
(5) f | 4 / ) | d/ < oo , f |a ;.(/)| d/ < oo , f bik(t)
2 d/ < GO , 
Jo Jo Jo 
i,j = l,...,m, k = 1, . . . , r. 
Let £ be an J^-measurable m-dimensional random variable. Then equation (4) with 
initial condition c, has unique solution 
(6) X, = E(/) U + f' E(s)-' a(s) ds + [' F(s)-i B(s) dw)j, t e [0, T] , 
where E is the fundamental matrix of the equation (djdt) F = A(t) F. 
Proof. E is the solution of (d/dz) E = A(/)E satisfying E(0) = /, / is the unit 
matrix. From the theory of differential equations it is known that E is uniquely 
defined and invertible on [0, T]. Consequently, X is well determined by (6), the inte-
grals exist in virtue of (5). Computing the stochastic differential of X, one gets from 
(6) 
dX, = A(t)F(t)dtU + ['F(s)~1 a(s)ds + f 'E ( s ) - 1 B(s) dw\ + 
+ E(/) E(z)"1 3(0 d/ + E(/) E(z)-1 B(t) dWt = (a(/) + A(/) Xt) d/ + B(t) dWt. 
Hence, (4) holds. Moreover, X0 = £, since E(0) = T 
To establish the unicity, let X* be also a solution of (4) with initial condition | . 
Then 
(7) d(Xt - X*) = A(t) (X, -X*)dt, / = [0, T] , X0 - X*0 = 0 . 
A linear differential equation with initial condition 0 has only a trivial solution. 
Thus, from (7), we conclude that Xt = X*, t e [0, T], a.s. • 
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Differential equations for the mean value and for the covariance (matrix) function 
are obtainable from (6). Let E|||2 < oo. Introduce 
e(t) = EXt, R(u, t) = E(XU - e(u)) (Xt - e(t))', R(t, t) = Q(t) , 
u, t e [0, T] . 
From (6) and from Property 3.3, it follows 
e(t) = F(t) (El + | E(s)"1 a(s) ds) , t e [0, T] , 
and hence, 
(8) — e = A(t) e + a(t) , f e [0, T] , e(0) = E\ . 
dt 
Further, from (6) one gets for u e [f, T] 
Xu = F(u)(F(t)~
1 X, + f E ( s ) - 1 5(s)ds + T E ( s ) - 1 B(s)dWs) . 
Thus, 
R(u, t) = E Xu(Xt - e(t))' = F(u) F(t)-> E X,(Xt - e(t))' = F(u) F(t)~
l Q(t), 
or 
(9) — R = A(u) R, u e [t, T] , R(t, t) = Q(t). 
du 
Before deriving an equation for Q, let us state a lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let G(t) = ||a;j(t)||7ji,j = i be a Borel measurable matrix function 
on [0, T] such that Jo gu(t)
2 dt < co, i = 1, ..., m,j = 1, ..., r. Then 
(10) E | " G(s) dWs f I" G(s) dw)j = I" G(s) G(s)' ds, te [0, T] . 
Proof. Consider the element on position ij of the matrix on the left. From Lemma 
4.3 and from Corollary 3.1, it follows 
The last term is the element on position ij of the matrix on the right of (10). • 
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Using (6) and Lemma 1 we get 
e(t) = EF(t)(X0 - e(0) + fE(s)-
1 B(s)dWs)(X0 - e(0) + 
+ ['F(S)-> B(S) dWs)' F(t)' = F(t) e(0) F(t)' + 
+ F(t) f'T(s)-1 B(s) B(s)' F(s)-U ds F(t)' . 
From here, 
(11) ~ Q = A(t) e + 0 A(t)' + B(t) B(t)' , te[0,T], 
dt 
Q(0) = E(l-E(,)(l-El)'. 
If \ has normal distribution, then X is a Gaussian process. Its probability distribu-
tion is completely defined by e and R, obtainable from (8), (9), and (ll). 
Example 1. Let us calculate the covariance function of process X satisfying equa-
tion (l). Set t0 = 0. The fundamental matrix is 
T(0 = e-"( / c O S k f ' ~Sinkt), t = 0. 
\sin kt, cos ktj 
Hence, 
lXt = e""^
1 cos kt - £2 sin kt) + b\ e~"'-
s> cos k(t - s) d'Ws -
_ b f ' e -
! ( ' - s ) s in^ - s)d2Ws, 
2X, = e""^1 sin kt + e cos kt) + b f e - ' ( ' - s ) sin k(t - s) dlW. + 
+ b\ Q-"-'-S) cos k(t - s)d2Ws. 
Equation (ll) for e(0 = lky(01L"=i Provides the following system of equations 
for three unknown functions gu(0, #22(0' €i2(0
 = #2i(0: 






4 2 2 = -2lq2 
d 
dí 
<2l2 = kqu -kq, 
The soiu ition is 
«u ( 0- 2 Г — e
- 2") + e -
2 
+ 2ka 1 2 + b
2 , 
~ 2lqí2 , ! ž ( ) . 
)   2"(«ii(0) c o s 2 kt + «22(0) sin
2 fci - o12(0) sin 2fcf) , 
q22(t) = — (1 - e~
2if) + e~2"(«n(0) sin
2 kt + q22(0) cos
2 kt + o12(0) sin 2fcf) , 
«u( t) = «2i(t) = e"2"(i<Zu(0) sin 2fcf - %q22(0) sin 2kf + q12(0) cos 2fcf) , f ^ 0 , 
where g(0) = E(l - El) (I - El)'. 
Finally, from (9), R(u, t) = F(u - t) Q(t), u ^ t ^ 0, or 
r n ( « , f) = gn(f) cos fc(u - t) - q12(t) sin fe(u - t), 
r22(u, t) = q12(t) sin fc(u - t) + q22(t) cos fe(u - t) , 
r12(u, t) = g12(f) cos fc(u - t) - q22(t) sin fc(u - f), 
r21(u, t) = ijn(f) sin fc(u - f) + q12(t) cos fc(u - f) , u ^ f ^ 0 . • 
5.2 Nonlinear Equations 
Random process X = {X,, te [0, T]} is a diffusion process, if it has stochastic 
differential 
(12) dX, = a(t,X,)dt + B(t,X,)dW,, t e [0, T] , 
where a, B are as in (2). In applications of diffusion processes it is often possible 
to obtain functions a, B from physical considerations. Thus, the question arises, 
whether a process with the prescribed differential exists, and in what sense it is unique. 
The Euclidean norm of a vector in or of a matrix M will be denoted by \m\ and \M\, 
respectively. Next theorem comes from K. Ito (1946, 1951). Successive approxima-
tions used in its proof are an analogy of Picard's method from the theory of ordinary 
differential equations. We keep T < 00. 
Theorem 2. Let \ be an J^-measurable m-dimensional random variable, E|||2 < 00. 
Let functions a, B be as in (2), and fulfil 
(13) |5(f, x) - a(t, y)\ + \B(t, x) - B(t, y)\ < fe,|x - y\ , 
(14) \a(t, x)\ + \B(t, x)| = fc2(l + |x|) , x, y e R
m , t e [0, T] , 
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where k1, k2 are constants. Then stochastic differential equation (12) has unique 
solution X = {X„ t e [0, T]}. Moreover, 
(15) £ |X t |
2 < const., f e [ 0 , T] . 
Proof. 1. Set°X, = f, t e [0, T] , 
(16) " + 1 J t = 1 + 1 5(s, "Xs) ds + J B(s, "Xs) dWs, t e [0, T] , n = 0 ,1 , . . . 
The integrals in (16) exist. Further denote 
dn(t) = £|" + 1X, - " J t |
2 , I e [0, T] , n = 0, 1, . . . , 
and consider d°(f). It holds 
d°(t) = E (2 I a(s, I) ds + 2 J B(s, f) dlFs| ) . 
By Lemma 4.3 and Property 3.3, 
E\!\B dW2 = Z£(TZ^d J^Y = Z p f:fc5ds = Ef'|B|2 ds , 
provided that the last term is finite. Hence, using Schwarz inequality and (14), 
we get 
d°(t) ^ 2Et I" |a|2 ds + 2£ j " \B\2 ds <. 2 max (l, T) £ 2fe|(l + |f|2) T = /„ < oo . 
Similarly, from (16) and (13), 
d"(t) <; 2 max (1, T) £ ( T |a(s, nXs) - a(s, "
- 1 X S ) |
2 ds + 
+ | " |B(s, nX5) - B(s, "-
1X,) | 2 ds") = 2 max (l , T) /c? f E\"XS - •--X'.|- ds = 
= H c f - 1 ( s ) d s , . e [ 0 , T], n = l , 2 , . . . 
From here, it follows with aid of induction 
d"(t) <. l0 ^ , t e [0, T] , n = 0, 1, . . . 
n! 
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2. Let us estimate the differences of the successive terms in (16). Set 
I (a(s,"Xs) - a(s,"~
lXs))ds = [ "5 ds , 
Jo Jo 
I (B(s, "Xs) - B(s, "~
lXs)) dWs = f "A dW, t e [0, T] , H = 1, 2, . . . 
We have for e > 0 
P( sup j "Sds\ = s j = p( | \S\ ds > e) = e -
2 E ( | |"S|di 
= e -
2 TE f r | " 5 l 2 ds<e - 2 TA 2 r _ f - i ( s ) d s = ^ i ^ ^ , n = 1,2, ... 
Jo Jo £ 2 ' »! 
The second integral is estimated with aid of the submartingale inequality (Theorem 
2.2). 
P( sup | "AdW = e) = e "
2 E f "J dH7 j = e~2E I | " / j | 2 d s = 
V'^tO.T] J 0 j / J J 0 j Jo 
= e"
2A-2 r r r f"- ' ( s )ds = ^ ^ " , n = 1,2, ... 
Jo £ 2 ' "! 
From (16) we conclude that 
P ( sup I " - * , - •* ,| = 2e) < G_±Ml_ K „ = 1, 2, ... 
t6[o,r] e 2 / n! 
Setting e„ = ((/T)"/(n - 2)!)1/2 , n = 2, 3, . . . , we get 
P ( sup l" + %-%l=2eв)<
 w ц " -
fє[0,ľ] Гl(n — 1) 
, n = 2, 3, . .. 
From the Borell-Cantelli lemma and from £ e „ < oo it follows that there exists 
n=2 
a random process X = {X„ t e [0, T]} to which "X, n = 0, 1, . . . , converge with 
probability 1 uniformly. In symbols, 
"X, _J X~t, t e [0, T] , a.s. 
It follows from (13) that 
a(t, "Xt) _J a(t, X,), B(t, "I,) _J JB(., _?,), te [0, T] , a.s. 
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Letting n -»• oo in (16) and using Property 3.5, we obtain 
X, = I + j a(s, Xs) ds + \ B(s, Xs) dWs, te [0, T] . 
Consequently, X is a solution of (12) with initial condition I. Further, we have the 
estimate 
vEi*,i2 = vEK + f r 1 ^ - n^)i2 = v ^ i 2 + f v«r(o ^ 
n = 0 n = 0 
< VEIK2 + V'o f V W / n O < oo , . e [0, T] . 
71 = 0 
Hence, (15) is valid. 
3. It remains to establish the unicity of X. Let X* = {X*, t e [0, T]} be also 
a solution of (12) with initial condition | . Assume in addition 
(17) E\X?\2 < const., te[0, T] . 
Then 
J * _ X, = I" (a(s, J* ) - 5(5, Xsj) ds + f (B(s, X*) - B(s, Xs)) dWs, te [0, T] . 
As in Part 1 of the proof we get 
(18) E\X* - X,\2 < / f E|X? - Xs\
2 ds, te [0, T] . 
Since E\X* - X,\2 < const., t e [0, T], a recursive substitution into (18) gives 
E\X* - Xt\
2 < const. (lt)"In\ , n = 0, 1, . . . 
We see that E|X* - X,\2 = 0, t e [0, T]. Moreover X* and X have with probability 
1 continuous trajectories. Therefore 
(19) X* = Xt, te [0, T] , a.s. 
If (17) does not hold, then we introduce stopping times 
T„ = M{t :\X*\ ^ n) , n = 1,2, . . . 
(The infimum of a void set is oo.) As above we prove X*A,n = XtATn, t e [0,T], 
a.s., n = 1, 2, . . . From here (19) follows as n -*• oo, because lim T„ = oo a.s. Q 
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The notion of the differential generator of (12) is related to the Ito formula. To 
define it, introduce the matrix 
Ilco0> * ) | u - i = C(f> *) = B(f> *) B('> * ) ' > ((> *) e [°« T]x Rm, 
and set 
L = - + t «'('. *) — + - t c0<'» 2) ~ ? - l -
L is called the differential generator associated with (12) (with the diffusion process 
having stochastic differential (12)). If (12) holds, and / fulfils the assumptions of 
Theorem 4.2, then 
df(t, X,) = Lf(t, Xt) dt + (Vf(t, X,))' B(t, X,)dWt, te [0, T] , 
where (V/(f, x))' = (Bf(t, x)j8x\ ..., df(t, x)/5xm). 
Example 2. The one-dimensional version of (12) is 
(20) dX", = a(t, X,) dt + b(t, Xt) dWt, te [0, T] . 
Consider the rather exceptional situation, when (20) with initial condition X0 = x 0 
is solvable in the form u(t, Wt), where u(t, y) is a sufficiently smooth function on 
[0, T] x (—oo, oo). x0 is a number. 
We have 
(21) du(t, Wt) = — u dt + — u dWt + - • udt. 
dt dy 2 dy2 
Comparing (20) and (21) we deduce 




Т Т W = Г f c ( ř ' u)-u = Ъ(t,u)--b(t,u). 
õyг õx õy õx 
(23)' — u = a(t, u) - %b(t, u) — b(t, u), (t, y) e [0, T] x ( - 00, 00). 
We can thus assert the following: Let b be continuous together with its first derivative 
with respect to x. Let function u(t, y), (t, y) e [0, T] x (—00, 00), have continuous 
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derivatives (djdt) u, (dfty) u, and (B2ldy2) u. Let u fulfil (22), (23), and u(0, 0) = x0. 
Then X, = u(t, Wt), t e [0, T], is a solution of (20) with initial condition X0 = x0. 
Under additional differentiability assumptions about a, b, equating (d2jdt dy) u 
and (d2J8y dt) u, one gets from (22), (23) the necessary condition for their solva-
bility: 
lb + aLb_b±a+ib2f_b=Q. 
dt dx dx dx2 
Apply the above said to the equation 
dXt = a(t) Xt dt + b(t) X,dWt, te [0, T] , 
where a(t) and b(t) are continuous on [0, T]. (22), (23) are 
— u = b(t) u , — u = a(t) u - i b(t)2 u . 
dy dt 
u(t, y) = x0 exp | I" (a(s) - \ b(s)
2) ds + b(t) y \ , 
(t, y)e[0, T] x (-00,00), 
X t = x0exp j T ( a ( s ) - i 6 ( s )
2 ) d s + b(t) W.l, t e [0, T] . • 
Hence 
6. SUPPLEMENT 
6.1 Random Variables on a Wiener Process 
The purpose of this last chapter is to add to the introduction into stochastic 
analysis an illustration of its more advanced parts. Two topics were selected. They 
are the representation of random variables defined on a Wiener process by means 
of stochastic integrals, and the Girsanov theorem. The former is important in filter-
ing theory, the latter is a basic tool for studying the probability densities of diffusion 
processes. 
Consider a probability space (£2, stf, P), on which a Wiener process W= {W„ 
t e [0, T]} is defined. For the sake of simplicity assume T < 00. Denote by !PW = 
= {&w, t e [0, T]} the increasing system of cr-algebras generated by W and the 
P-null sets, i.e. 
&J = aa({Ws S x}, s e [ 0 , l ] , x e ( - o c , 00) ; 
P-null sets), t e [0, T] . 
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In this section we prove a theorem on representation of #" r~ m e a s u r a r j l e random 
variables. Nonanticipativity refers to &w. 
Lemma 1. Let { = g(W,s, ..., Wtn), with t0 = 0 < tt < . . . < tn -a T, and with 
function g(xl, . . . , x") bounded, and having bounded continuous derivatives on R". 
Let Ec = 0. Then for a bounded nonanticipative function * = {<£„.• e [0 , T]}, 
it holds £ = $l$dW. 
Proof. Write 
c - E W I ^ . } - £{^io) ="i f"+,dE{i|.<}. 
• = o >'=o J t. 
Take an i, 0 :g i <. /. - 1. We shall show that E{%\&w} has stochastic differential 
on [Ji, ti+1], and shall determine it. From the properties of the Wiener process it is 
seen that E{£\&w} = W(t, Wt), where 
v' j J v(2*(..+1 - 0) L 2 ( t i + 1 - t ) J l J J
3 1 "' 
(1) W,,, x i + ' , . . ., x") . - . 
K) ' ' V(2<'.-+2 - ti+l)) 
r ( x i + 2 - x i + 1 ) 2 i i + I j 
. exp - '— . . . dx . . . dx \ , 
L2(ti + 2 - t i + 1)J J 
(t,x)e[ti,ti+l] x ( - o o , oo). 
¥(t, x) is a random function. However, since it is J* [^-measurable, Ito's formula 
can be used for t e [th « i + 1] . The first integrand in (l) is the fundamental solution of 
the heat equation. The hypotheses made about g imply that (djdt) ¥, (<32/<3x2) W are 
continuous on [/,-, f i+1] x ( - c o , oo), and that 
A y + ! i L y - . - o . (t,x)e[thti + l] x ( - 0 0 , 0 0 ) . 
dt 2dx2 V 
Moreover, (djdx) T is bounded. From the Ito formula we get 
dW(t, Wt) = —Vdt + — WdW+ Wdt = — <PdW. 
v ' dt dx 2 dx2 dx 
Thus, we obtained the representation 
£ = Z — ^ d F K = *drV. Q 
' = o J ( ( <5x J 0 
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Theorem 1. Let <* be an .^-measurable random variable, E£, = 0, E£2 < oo. 
Then there exists a nonanticipative function <P = {<P„ t e [0, T]}, satisfying Jo E<£2 . 
. dt < oo, and such that £ = JJ $ dJY * is determined uniquely up to (f, co) from 
a null subset of [0, T] x Q. 
Proof. Since £, is $F™ -measurable, there exists a sequence {£„, n = 1,2, . . . } 
of random variables fulfilling the hypotheses of Lemma 1 such that l.i.m. £,, = £. 
By Lemma 1, <*, = JJ"<Pdlffor nonanticipative "<P, n = 1,2, ... From 
0 = l.i.m. E(£,„ - £„)2 = l.i.m. j E(m<P - "4>)2 dt, 
m->co m-.«. J 0 
and from the completeness property of the Hilbert space E2([0, T] x Q) it follows 
that there exists a <P such that 
(2) l i m E("<Z> - <P)
2 dt = 0 . 
n-oo Jo 
* can be made nonanticipative. It follows from (2) that 
S, = l.i.m. "<PdW = J <£dW. 
"^ro Jo Jo 
To verify the uniqueness, let also hold <* = Jo $* dW, JJE<J>*2 df < oo. Then 
.fo(#* - #) dJY = 0 a.s. implies JoE($* - <P)2 dt = 0 as asserted in the theorem. • 
Assumption JJ E<PZ df is needed to achieve unicity of <P, as it is seen from the next 
example. 
Example 1. We shall construct a nonzero <P = {4>„ t e [0, 1]} such that J 0 * d(Y = 
= 0. Consider 
X, = j (1 - s)'1 dWs, re [0,1). 
X is a continuous Gaussian process with mean 0 and covariance 
EXUX, = f Z(sSB}X,.s,)(l -
 s ) ~ 2 d s = min{M(l - M)" 1 , t(l - t)'1} , 
II, t 6 [ 0 ,1 ) . 
Set Ys = XS(i+3)-i, s e [0, oo). Y is a Wiener process, since it is continuous and 
Gaussian with mean 0 and covariance EY„YS = min (u, s) for u, s e [0, oo). Intro-
duce the first passage times 
a± = inf{s : Ys = +1} . 
From Example 2.2, it follows 0 < a± < oo a.s. 
Define x± = cr±(l + <-±) ' . Then 0 < T+ < 1 a.s., and 
T ± = i n f { f : f (1 -s)~
ldWs = ± 1 } . 
Hence, T ± are stopping times, and 
* » - ( x { - + » 0 + * . - > . ) ) ( - - 0 " ' . te{p,l), $ 1 = 0 , 
is nonanticipative. We have 
J <PsdWs = |
+ (1 - s)~l dWs + [ ( l - s ) "
1 d w ; = 0 a.s. 
Jo Jo Jo 
Thus $ has the desired property. [J 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, E{^Y} = Jo# dW, t e [0, T], in virtue 
of Property 3.3. Theorem 2 therefore provides representation of martingales with 
finite variance. 
6.2 Girsanov's Theorem 
Let on (Q, s/, P) be defined a random process X = {X„ t e [0, T]}, T < oo, such 
that it is the Wiener process with respect to J*\ The hypothesis X0 = 0 is not made. 
Further, let $ = {<£„ t e [0, T]} be a nonanticipative function satisfying fQ<P2 dt < oo 
a.s. Introduce 
Z( = exp | j 0 dX - - j <P
2 d s l , (e [0, T] , 
and assume 
(3) EZr = 1 . 
Recall the use of process Z in § 3.1, where it was shown that (3) is valid whenever $ 
is a simple function. 
Set ZT = C, and define probability measure P* on (Q, si) by setting 
(4) P*(M) = | C dE , Me sf. 
JM 
Process X on probability space (Q, si, P*) has the following property. 
Theorem 2. (I. V. Girsanov) Let (3) hold. Then 
W = 1W, = X, - <PS ds , t e [0, T]l 
is a Wiener process on (Q, s/, P*). 
We postpone the proof to the end of this section. To explain the use of Theorem 2, 
let us consider the case, when <Pt = a(t, Xt), t e [0, T], where a(t, x) is a Borel 
function on [0, T] x (- oo, oo). If X is a Wiener process on (Q, s4, P), then, accord-
ing to Theorem 2, it is on (iQ, srf, P*) a diffusion process with stochastic differential 
(5) dX, = a(t, Xt)dt + dWt, te [0, T] . 
Relation (4) thus states that a process with differential (5) has probability density 
with respect to the Wiener measure equal to 
(6) exp | I a(s, Xs) dXs - - j a(s, Xs)
2 dsl . 
For a(t, x) constant, (6) can be obtained from a heuristic limit passage. 
Example 2. Let a be a constant, W = {Wt, t e [0, T]}, W0 = 0, a Wiener process. 
To derive the probability density of X, = at + W„ te [0, T], with respect to the 
Wiener measure, divide interval [0, T] into 2" subintervals of length A = 2~"T. 
Random vectors 
(7) (XA,X2d,...,XT), (WA,W2A,...,WT) 




fcu...,^...,^)-^. - exp J - ү \
xj xj-ì) 
M 2A 
respectively. Тheir relative density is 
p(xu...,x2„) , f „ ч I - la2y l ì ì — exn -íűX„„ — 
, . -•-*- I L-t\\"J "J-1J- Z" -J) — r (-"A" A" ) 
P(XI, ...,X2n) i-1 
For XT = x2n this is (6) with a(t, x) = a independently of n. As n -* oo, (7) passes 
mto{Xt,te[0,T]},{Wt,te[0,T]}. • 
Next we give two lemmas. 
Lemma 2. If (3) holds, then Z is a martingale on (Q, si, P). 
Proof. We have to verify 
E{Z,. \.W,} =Zt, 0 <a t £ t' S T, 
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(8) Zt,dP=\ Z,dP, Ae3Ft, Q£t£t'gT. 
Let {"<£>, n = 1,2, .. .} be a sequence of simple functions such that 
"<2>2ds < oo a.s., n = 1,2, . . . , p l i m j ("<P - <P)2 ds = 0 . 
Jo »-*«° Jo 
Define 
"Z„ = exp j "4> dX - i [ "<P2 dsl, u e [0, T] , n = l , 2 , . . . 
By Property 3.5, 
(9) p lira "Zu = Z„, u e [0, T] . 
H-.CO 
By Lemma 3.1, "Z, n = 1, 2, . . . , are martingales. Hence, 
E{nZt, | 3Ft) = "Z, or E{"Zt, "Z t
_1 | J%} = 1 . 
From here we conclude that 
j nZt."Z~
lZtdP = j Z r d P , n = 1, 2, . . . 
Letting n -» oo, we obtain from (9) and from the Fatou lemma 
(10) j Zt, dP ^ Jim j "Z,. "Z;
1 Z, dP = j Z, dP . 
J A »">0oJy. JA 
(10) shows that Z is a supermartingale. To establish the martingale property, 
admit strict inequality in (10). Then 
EZT ^ EZt, = j Zt, dP + Z,. dP < Z, dP + j Z, dP = 
J O-zl J A Jii-A JA 
= EZt ^ EZ0 = 1 . 
This contradicts to (3). Hence, (8) holds. • 




Proof. We have to prove 
(12) ľ £ d P * = f Z;xE{K\Pt}áP*, AeѓFt, ř є [ 0 , T] 
Lemma 1 implies for M e f ' , 
p*(M) = f £{C | &t} dP = f Z, dP . 
j м J м 
Hence, because the integrand on the right-hand side of (12) is J*,-measurable, the 
integral there equals 
f Z;lE{^\.^t}ZtdP = f č í d P = f ^ d P * . D 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.3. We shall 
demonstrate for 0 <, t < f <. T 
(13) £* jexp jiz (xt. - X, - f' <Z> ds\\ \ &\ = exp {-± z2(f - f)} , 
z e ( -oo , oo). 
Using Lemma 3 and the properties of conditional expectations we conclude that 
the left-hand side of (13) equals 
£ jexp jiz (xt. - X, - f <P ds^j E{ZT | &,,} Z;
l\&\ = E{ Yt. \ <Ft} , 
where 
Y„ = exp Jiz (Xu - Xt - f <2> ds) + f <2> dX - \ f <f>
2 d s l , we [i, T] . 
The above stated is true also, if we replace t' by a stopping time T, t g T 5S T. Namely, 
it holds 
£* Jexp Jiz ( Z t - X, - I # ds )1 | J%1 = £ { Y | &,} . 
Y has stochastic differential 
dY = Y(iz(dX - <P du) + <P dX - \$>2 du) + i Y ( - z 2 du + 2 iz<P du + <2>2 dw) = 
= (iz + <f>)YdX - \z2Ydu. 
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The integral of the before last term has expectation zero provided that Property 
3.3 is valid. To achieve it introduce stopping times 
T„ = inf Ju : I |(iz + <?>) Y|2 ds ^ n j A t', n = 1,2, ... 
Then, by Property 3.7 
Yn - i = j x(I„>H, (iz + <!>) y d z - ±z
2 f " Ydu . 
Property 3.3 implies that the conditional expectation of the first right-hand side 
term vanishes. Therefore, 
(14) E* Jexp Jiz ( V - X, - j 0 ds U | &\ = E{Yn | &,} = 
= 1 - i z 2 E | | " Ydul JF ,1 . 
For n = 1, 2, . . . , the random variable in the first conditional expectation in (14) 
is bounded. The last random variable has an integrable majorant, since 
f " Ydu s t ZuZ;1 dw , E| ZJ,;1 du=\ EZ.Z;1 du = t' - t. 
Furthermore, 
T„ ^ T„+ t , n = 1, 2, . . . , lim T„ = t' a.s. 
Letting n -> oo in (14), we thus obtain, 
E* Jexp Jiz (xt, - X, - I" 4> d s \ l | JF, j - 1 - \z
2 |" E{Y„ | SFt) d« = 
= 1 - i z 2 j " E* [exp Jiz (xu - X, - f 0 dsYl | &\ dw , f' e [f, T] . 
This is an integral equation, the only solution of which is given by (13). • 
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